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Go, Tell It on the Mountain 
 

No vision could be more triumphant than Isaiah’s vision of a mountain-top feast of rich 

foods for all peoples (Isaiah 25:6-9) or John’s parallel vision of the New Jerusalem in all 

its apocalyptic immensity (Revelation 21-22). This is not, however, just John’s vision, or 

Isaiah’s. It’s a universal human vision.  Mitch Albom, author of The Five People You 

Meet in Heaven tells of a man approaching him in tears telling this story. His sister had 

been in a coma. Although she’d not been expected to wake up, he’d visited her every day, 

holding her hand and praying. One day, out of the blue, she’d opened her eyes, just for a 

moment, and said one word, “Home.” Then she died.1

 

 

Look now again at what John’s vision is really about. It’s about a city set in “a new 

heaven and new earth.” It comes “down out of heaven from God” (Revelation 21:1-2). 

So I recall again how C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia ends. The Christ-figure, the 

great lion Aslan, seems to have brought the delightful kingdom of Narnia to an end, and 

the children are left to mourn its loss. But as they venture farther into Aslan’s new 

country, they begin to recognize every rock and stream and tree. They have been there 

before. And then they discover, to their wonder and joy, that Narnia exists forever in 

Aslan’s country, that the world they loved has been preserved, though richer and more 

real than ever. They realize that this is their real home, that they belong here, that this is 

the world for which they were made, the land for which they have been looking all their 

lives. 

 

So over the years I have come to believe these things. God has “set eternity in the hearts 

of men” (Ecclesiastes 3:11). The life we prize is just around the corner; in fact, our 

deepest desires have been whispering to us all along about what’s coming. Heaven will 

be those moments we wished would never end. The tragedies that strike us to the core 

and elicit the cry, “This isn’t the way it’s supposed to be” are telling the truth—it isn’t the 

way it’s supposed to be, and in Heaven it won’t be that way. We will discover, to our 

wonder and joy, that the world we love has somehow been preserved, though more rich 

and real than ever. 

 

In fact, everything good you have ever known is a foretaste of Heaven: the best songs, the 

best books, the best Broadway musicals, the best art, the best moments, the best 

friendships, and the best adventures. We are called over the course of our lives to let our 

imaginations grow. Our deepest desires are whispering to us about what is coming.  It’s 

no wonder then that great art and great literature and great music always return to biblical 

images of life after death to express what is best about life even now. Consider the 

secular anthem “Let the River Run” from the movie Working Girl, against the backdrop 

of early-morning commuters pouring into New York City: 

 

We’re coming to the edge,  

running on the water,  

coming through the fog,  

your sons and daughters.  
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Let the river run,  

let all the dreamers  

wake the nation.   

Come, the New Jerusalem.   

 

Silver cities rise,  

the morning lights  

the streets that meet them,  

And sirens call them on  

with a song.   

It’s asking for the taking.   

Trembling, shaking.   

Oh, my heart is breaking. 

 

We’re coming to the edge,  

running on the water,  

coming through the fog,  

your sons and daughters. 

 

We the great and small  

stand on a star  

and blaze a trail of desire  

through the dark’ning dawn.  

 

There is no more compelling vision than God’s vision for us, and every time we try to 

imagine one, we fall back on his words.  

 

Commit yourself then to God’s magnificent vision of a future we can trust. Settle for 

nothing less and certainly not for some little “heaven on earth” just for yourself and your 

family, a future that can be washed away in the twinkling of an eye, a false future that 

distracts you from the larger matters of the kingdom of God. Commit yourself to the real 

thing. There are desires in you that nothing in this world can satisfy, because you were 

made for another world. Take hope. Plan. Anticipate. Never lose your focus. Plan for this 

trip. Read up on it. It’s asking for the taking. See it in the sunrise and sunset, in the 

glories of a New England autumn, or when you stand on the edge of the Grand Canyon or 

by the surging waves of the Atlantic on old Cape Cod.  Don’t miss it. Don’t settle for 

anything else. Let your life be formed and shaped by this vision, and by no lesser vision. 

Then, go, tell it on the mountain. Over the hills and everywhere. Tell of that mountain 

where God has prepared a feast of rich food for all the peoples. The world is absolutely 

desperate to hear this. 

—Dale Pauls 

                                                 
1 TV Guide, December 5, 2004. 


